
In June...

Thu
During the day, Thursdays see 

the most visitors when workers in 

the area spend time in the park

Yoga drives the 
most morning visits

Movies drive the 
most evening visits

In December...

Sat
Saturday sees the most visitors when the Winter Village becomes a weekend destination
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Knowing Your Customer's Real-World Behavior is Now... 

• 1,000 yearly events 
• 72 million square feet of office space

• 360,000 working consumers within a 5 block radius
• Granted Scenic Landmark status by NYC Landmarks in 1974

About Bryant Park

Until recently, robust mobile audience insights have felt like a secret garden. A marketer looking to sponsor an event in a park, for example, would have little-to-no 
knowledge on the audience profile of park visitors. With the widespread adoption of the mobile phone and location technology, robust out-of-home audience 

insights are no longer a private enclave. PlaceIQ recently partnered with Bryant Park to help location data shine through a normally cloud-covered understanding 
of park visitors and their real-world behaviors. PlaceIQ analyzed the movement patterns of park visitors indexing them against the general population 
to see how their interests and lifestyles vary, and how Bryant Park can serve their guests and marketing partners better — using location intelligence. 

A Walk in The Park

19% live in 
Manhattan

65% commute from 
other NYC locations

16% are visitors from 
outside the NYC area

25–44 years old

Two-person or 
single household

The average 
Bryant Park visitor

more likely to 
bank at Bank 
of America

2x

more likely to 
go to PetSmart

2x

more likely to 
visit Macy’s50%

Visit us at www.placeiq.com to learn more.
From ensuring users have control over their mobile data to complying with all laws, regulations, 
and policies related to the collection and use of users’ data, PlaceIQ prioritizes user privacy.


